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Bioelectronics for modulating the nervous system have shown 
promise in treating neurological diseases1–3. However, their 
fixed dimensions cannot accommodate rapid tissue growth4,5 
and may impair development6. For infants, children and ado-
lescents, once implanted devices are outgrown, additional 
surgeries are often needed for device replacement, lead-
ing to repeated interventions and complications6–8. Here, 
we address this limitation with morphing electronics, which 
adapt to in vivo nerve tissue growth with minimal mechanical 
constraint. We design and fabricate multilayered morphing 
electronics, consisting of viscoplastic electrodes and a strain 
sensor that eliminate the stress at the interface between 
the electronics and growing tissue. The ability of morphing 
electronics to self-heal during implantation surgery allows a 
reconfigurable and seamless neural interface. During the fast-
est growth period in rats, morphing electronics caused mini-
mal damage to the rat nerve, which grows 2.4-fold in diameter, 
and allowed chronic electrical stimulation and monitoring for 
2 months without disruption of functional behavior. Morphing 
electronics offers a path toward growth-adaptive pediatric 
electronic medicine.

Although bioelectronic devices, such as the vagus nerve stimu-
lator and deep brain stimulator, are being actively pursued in the 
laboratory and clinic for treatment of various diseases, their applica-
tion to growing tissues is limited by their fixed shapes. Stretchable 
multielectrode arrays have been used to map the electrophysiologi-
cal signal on an actively beating heart without mechanical failure or 
sensor dislocation9,10. Intrinsically stretchable neurological devices 
have shown improved biocompatibility and seamless interaction 
with both the peripheral nervous system11 and the central ner-
vous system12. Even though elastic bioelectronics can accommo-
date repeated strain induced by the dynamics of organ and body 
movement, challenges remain in adapting to developmental tissue 
growth without asserting substantial stress during the process. For 
example, implantable vagus nerve stimulators, which can be highly 
effective in reducing seizure occurrence in some patients with drug-
resistant epilepsy (accounting for 30% of total epilepsy population), 
is frequently used off-label in young children (<12 years old), with 
serious issues of tissue restriction and associated side effects6,13,14.

Here we develop morphing electronics (MorphE), which have 
growth-adaptive properties and require a fundamentally differ-

ent design from previous stretchable electronics. First, permanent 
deformation is induced only by slow tissue growth, not by fast 
body movement and therefore a strain-rate-dependent mechani-
cal response is needed. Second, the device should adapt and morph 
while exerting minimal stress on the interfaced tissue during 
growth. Furthermore, large variation in organ size from person to 
person demands reconfigurable electronics that can be adjusted to 
arbitrary shapes during surgery. Based on these requirements, elec-
tronics that undergo irreversible deformations, rather than elastic 
electronics, are desired for reconfigurable implantation procedures 
and reduction in tissue constraint for growing organs.

In this work, we designed and implanted a MorphE on the sci-
atic nerve of rapidly growing rats (Fig. 1a,b). The key materials for 
MorphE include a viscoplastic conductive polymer and an insulating 
and self-healable viscoplastic polymer (VP). Biocompatible glycerol 
is used to introduce disorder15,16 and modulate the mechanical prop-
erties, while maintaining high conductivity (Supplementary Fig. 1) 
of the conductive polymer, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly-
styrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS). The PEDOT:PSS/glycerol conduc-
tor showed only a 3.9-times increase in resistance when stretched 
to 100% strain (Fig. 1c). In contrast, without adding glycerol, 
PEDOT:PSS showed a more than 30-times increase in resistance 
under 8% uniaxial strain. To achieve the desired self-healing and 
viscoplastic properties (Supplementary Fig. 2), we fine-tuned the 
ratio between the weak dynamic bonding isophorone bisurea (IU) 
units and strong hydrogen bonding 4,4′-methylenebis(phenyl urea) 
(MPU) units in VP by blending poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)–IU  
with PDMS–IU0.6–MPU0.4 (Supplementary Notes).

In contrast to a previous viscoelastic polymer design17, modu-
lating the ratio of IU and MPU to 7:3 allowed an irreversible plas-
tic deformation of MorphE at 100% uniaxial strain (Fig. 1b and 
Supplementary Fig. 3). The PEDOT:PSS/glycerol/VP showed typi-
cal viscoelastic behavior at strain rates higher than 5% s−1 and zero 
stress at a lower strain rate of 0.05% s−1, suggesting that there is 
no mechanical constraint applied to the sciatic nerve at a normal 
growth rate (~2 × 10−5% s−1; Fig. 1d).

Tensile stress responses at different strain rates revealed the 
strain-rate-dependent mechanical properties of the viscoplastic 
device. Specifically, the device behaved like a ‘flowable liquid’ at 
a strain rate similar to the tissue growth rate, but behaved like a 
solid at higher strain rates, which can help to prevent unintended  
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morphological alterations during the implantation procedure and 
body movement. Even at high strain rates, MorphE causes lower 
mechanical disturbance to soft tissue, because Young’s modulus 
of MorphE (0.4 MPa measured at a strain rate of 50% s−1) is much 
lower than that of other implantable soft bioelectronics, such as 
PDMS-based neural interfaces (1.5 MPa)12.

At body temperature (37 °C), the degree of plasticity of the VP 
substrate (Methods) was 97.2%, which is substantially higher than 
that of a PDMS substrate (2.4%) (Fig. 1e). In the stress relaxation 
test, the stress in PEDOT:PSS/glycerol/VP decreased below 1% 
within 236 s, which further demonstrates the quick stress relaxation 
and excellent viscoplastic properties of MorphE (Supplementary 
Fig. 4). Substantially lower mechanical constraint on soft tissue was 
achieved in PEDOT:PSS/glycerol on the VP substrate compared 
to that on a PDMS substrate (Supplementary Fig. 5). Overall, such 
material design enables great biocompatibility, high viscoplasticity 
and close-to-zero stress when the electronic material is subject to 
a slow strain rate. When the fast strain rate is asserted, in contrast, 
the material shows elastic properties and allows intimate contact 
between the electrode and nerve.

MorphE was made by vertical integration of five functional lay-
ers including a top insulation layer VP, PEDOT:PSS/glycerol elec-
trodes and interconnects, an intermediate insulation layer VP, a 
PEDOT:PSS/glycerol-based strain sensor and a substrate VP layer 
(Supplementary Fig. 6). The developed fabrication method (with a 
minimal feature size of 150 μm by laser engraving) enabled the com-
bined function of electrical stimulation and strain sensing for nerve 
diameter monitoring (Supplementary Fig. 7). The self-healing  

between functional components, together with physical interpen-
etration between layers (Supplementary Fig. 8), enables a simple 
and modular fabrication method for multilayered bioelectronics. 
The 150-μm feature size of conducting PEDOT:PSS electrodes pat-
terned using the laser engraving process is also promising in local-
ized neurophysiological recording and stimulation11,12,18.

The self-healing mechanism is especially advantageous for 
surgical procedures because it allows in  situ device reconfigur-
ing and reshaping during implantation and thus enables adequate 
customized fitting without the need for any previous information 
about the morphology and size of the nerves. In a conventional 
implantation procedure, the peripheral nerve was slid into a cuff 
through the slit (Fig. 2a). The large Young’s modulus mismatch and 
stress at the interface between soft nerve and stiff cuff electrode  
(made of platinum and elastic silicone rubber) can deteriorate nerve 
functionality19,20.

Using the self-healing-enabled assembly, we developed a bio-
mechanically compatible, suture-free, individually reconfigurable 
implantation scheme to allow for a stable and intimate interface 
between the tissue-like MorphE and the soft sciatic nerve. First, the 
thin-film device was gently placed underneath the sciatic nerve (Fig. 
2b), wrapped around the nerve with a tweezer and subsequently 
attached to the other side, forming a soft enclosure. The ability to 
self-heal in an aqueous environment is attributed to the hydropho-
bic nature of the PDMS backbone in PDMS–IU, and the increased 
enthalpy gained by strong hydrogen bonding formation described 
by the previous report17. After assembly of MorphE with the sci-
atic nerve, we observed that repeated pulling of the MorphE device 
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Fig. 1 | Morphe using viscoplastic electronic materials. a, Schematics showing adolescent development of the rat and the MorphE that conformally adapts 
to sciatic nerve growth. The MorphE is composed of two materials: PEDOT:PSS plasticized by a viscous additive (glycerol) serving as a soft conductor 
and a polymer blend of PDMS–IU and PDMS–IU0.6–MPU0.4 as a viscoplastic insulator. MorphE allows plastic deformation with little stress when stretched 
by a growing nerve. b, Image of MorphE after being stretched at 50% and 100% strain. It maintains the shape after force is released. c, Normalized 
resistance for untreated PEDOT:PSS (thickness: 2 μm) and PEDOT:PSS/glycerol (thickness: 2 μm) on VP substrate (length, 8 mm; width, 3 mm; thickness, 
120 μm) under 150% strain. d, Uniaxial stress–strain curves for PEDOT:PSS/glycerol on VP substrate (length, 9 mm; width, 5 mm; thickness, 200 μm) at 
various strain rates. Stress at 100% strain for various strain rates, showing strain-rate-dependent viscoplastic behavior (inset). e, Creep-recovery tests for 
PEDOT:PSS/glycerol on VP substrate and PEDOT:PSS/glycerol on PDMS substrate. No recovery after force is released for PEDOT:PSS/glycerol/VP (length, 
8 mm; width, 5.5 mm; thickness, 200 μm for both samples).
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caused no visible delamination or dislocation, suggesting a durable 
nerve interface capable of withstanding physiological movements 
(Fig. 2c). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) further confirmed 
the seamless nerve–device interface after 4 weeks of strain cycles 
in vivo (Fig. 2d). With only 1 min of self-healing at 37 °C in phos-
phate-buffered saline (PBS), the bonded sample sustained 858% 
strain at a strain rate of 5% s−1 (Fig. 2e).

To ascertain the chronic stability of implanted MorphE, its elec-
trochemical impedance and cathode charge storage capacity (CSCc) 
were measured over 8 weeks of soaking in PBS. We observed that the 
impedance of MorphE was substantially lower than that of a stan-
dard cuff electrode (Supplementary Fig. 9) and remained relatively 
stable over the entire soaking period (Fig. 3a and Supplementary 
Fig. 10), though the biocompatible glycerol partially diffused out 
(weight percentage of glycerol decreased by 11%; Supplementary 
Fig. 11). The high CSCc of the MorphE is derived from: (1) the dual 
conductive nature (both electronically and ionically conductive) of 
PEDOT:PSS; (2) nanoporous structure of PEDOT:PSS enables high 
volumetric capacitance; and (3) the interconnect volume further 
reduces the interfacial impedance without changing the electrode 
surface area as the electrolyte diffuses into the polymeric intercon-
nect11,21. In addition, MorphE showed strain-insensitive impedance 
and maintained a relatively stable resistance in a repeated stretch-
and-release cycling test (Supplementary Figs. 11–13).

A higher CSCc is desirable for larger charge injection at a 
given stimulation voltage. The CSCc showed a slight increase 
until week 2 due to decreased impedance and then stabilized at 
137.0 ± 7.7 mC cm–2, which is much higher than that of cracked 
Au (46.9 ± 3.3 mC cm–2)12 and electrochemically deposited PEDOT 

(75.6 mC cm–2)22. Next, the impedance through the VP insulation 
layer was measured at ~26 MOhm (at 1 kHz), which is substan-
tially higher than the electrode impedance of 6.3 kOhm (at 1 kHz) 
(Supplementary Fig. 14), indicating a low leakage current from the 
insulated area and high insulation capacity.

To examine device performance during tissue development, we 
performed animal studies selecting the fastest growing period in 
rats. From week 0 to week 4 postimplantation, the measured aver-
age sciatic nerve diameter increased 140% from approximately 
0.5 ± 0.03 mm to 1.2 ± 0.1 mm and the rat average weight increased 
by 107% from 144 ± 9 g to 299 ± 4 g. Thereafter, the growth of the 
nerve diameter plateaued from week 4 to week 8 (Supplementary 
Fig. 15). A resistive strain sensor was used to monitor expansion of 
nerve diameter. We observed the expected steady increase in resis-
tance as the nerves grew. The diameter changes, calculated based on 
measurements from the strain sensor, showed a close match with 
actual nerve diameter changes (Fig. 3b). Both the implanted MorphE 
and the commercial cuff electrode successfully evoked compound 
action potential (CAP) immediately after implantation. However, 
the MorphE showed a substantially higher peak-to-peak CAP 
amplitude than that of the cuff electrodes (Supplementary Fig. 16).  
Due to dual conduction of electrons and ions in PEDOT:PSS/glyc-
erol and the porous interconnect fabricated through the use of a 
conductive polymer11, a low threshold voltage of 100 mV is suffi-
cient to evoke a CAP with MorphE (Fig. 3c). In contrast, 300 mV 
was required for the cuff electrode to evoke detectable responses.

Next, we carried out electrophysiological measurements through-
out the adolescent developmental process of rats. The CAP was 
observed to be evoked after implantation from week 0 to week 8 for 
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Fig. 2 | Self-bonding Morphe for soft and conformable neural interfaces. a, Schematic showing cuff electrode on sciatic nerve. The photographic 
images showing rigid cuff held by fingers (i) and nerve deformed by the high-modulus cuff electrodes (ii). Scale bar, 1 mm. b, Schematics and images of 
implantation process for MorphE. Stable enclosure was achieved by wrapping MorphE around the sciatic nerve. Scale bar, 1 mm. c, Image of MorphE being 
pulled by tweezer after 5 min of self-healing, showing a robust neural interface. Scale bar, 1 mm. d, SEM image (top) showing an intimate device–nerve 
interface. Scale bar, 20 μm. e, Uniaxial tensile stress–strain curves of two self-healed MorphE at 37 °C in PBS at 5% s−1 strain rate. Before the stress–strain 
test, a 5 × 5 mm2 overlapped region was attached for 1 and 5 min, respectively to allow self-healing.
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MorphE with stable neuromodulation performances (Fig. 3d). In con-
trast, the cuff electrodes could not evoke a detectable CAP after week 2,  
although electrical stimulation artifacts were recorded (Fig. 3e). 
We then calculated the conduction velocity, a key indicator for the 
condition of the peripheral nerve and a biomarker for diseases like 
carpal tunnel syndrome. We observed a gradual increase in conduc-
tion velocity for MorphE-implanted rats (Fig. 3f and Supplementary  
Fig. 17), which was expected as the nerves grew bigger23. In addition, 
rats implanted with MorphE had similar conduction velocities to 
nonimplanted nerve from week 0 to week 8 postimplantation.

To investigate why the cuff electrodes failed to evoke CAP, 
we evaluated the implantation site of the sciatic nerve at week 4. 
Although suture (and even biocompatible glue) were applied to 
stabilize the cuff electrode, all the implanted cuff electrodes were 
observed to have partially detached from the nerve and were unable 
to suitably accommodate the growth of the peripheral nerve, hence 
failing their function as chronic monitoring devices. The MorphE 
(N = 7) maintained a stable interface for long-term neuromodula-
tion and monitoring (Fig. 3g and Supplementary Video 1). With 
these results, we demonstrated that MorphE can not only adapt 
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to tissue growth but can also maintain stable strain-sensing and 
neuromodulation in growing rats. The stable and conformable 
interface between MorphE and the nerve after chronic implanta-
tion also indicates that the daily motion of the animal, usually at 
a very high strain rate, would not cause undesired deformation of 
the device.

To determine whether and how MorphE impacts the growing 
rat, we next investigated gait, behavior changes, structural dam-
ages and immune response during adolescent rat growth. Rats 
implanted with MorphE showed normal gait24, with their walking 
observed with normal paw placement and toes spread (Fig. 4a and 
Supplementary Fig. 18). However, rats with implanted cuff elec-
trodes experienced abnormal paw function with whole-foot place-
ment on the ground and dragging of their toes (Supplementary 
Video 2), a typical symptom of serious sciatic nerve dysfunction24.

With regard to objective measures of sciatic nerve injury, a bat-
tery of sensory and motor tests was performed25. MorphE-implanted 
rats exhibited normal nociception to hot temperatures compared to 
the severe sensing dysfunction displayed in rats implanted with cuff 
electrodes. (Supplementary Fig. 19 and Supplementary Notes). A 
series of motor tests further demonstrated that MorphE-implanted 
rats retained natural motor function, whereas cuff-electrode-
implanted rats suffer from permanently reduced motor responses 
(Fig. 4b and Supplementary Fig. 19) After 8 weeks of implanta-
tion, the normalized extensor postural thrust showed a 51.5% force 
reduction for the cuff electrode, whereas there was only a 5.5% 
change for MorphE.

Next, reconstructed three-dimensional microcomputed tomog-
raphy (μCT) revealed that MorphE seamlessly and conformably 
interfaced with the sciatic nerve (Fig. 4c). In contrast, the inner 
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inflammatory biomarker ED1 for MorphE, cuff electrodes and sham control. DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. Three experiments were repeated 
independently with similar results. Scale bar, 100 μm. e–g, Histogram showing normalized fluorescence intensity of neurofilaments (e), S-100 (f) and ED1 
(g) for MorphE, cuff electrodes and sham control. For neurofilament: MorphE, P = 0.49;cuff electrode, P = 8.8 × 10−6; for S-100: MorphE, P = 0.42; cuff 
electrode, P = 0.0019; for ED1: MorphE, P = 0.58; cuff electrode, P = 0.0027; **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 (n = 3, unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t-test). All error 
bars denote s.d. a.u., arbitrary units.
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diameter of the cuff electrode was observed to have been outgrown 
by the sciatic nerve, leading to structural deformation of the periph-
eral nerve. It is worth noting that mechanical constraint did not 
only occur at the interface between nerve tissue and platinum elec-
trode. The μCT revealed that the silicon-based elastic substrate also 
severely constrained and damaged the nerve tissue (Supplementary 
Fig. 20). There was no statistically significant difference (P = 0.49, 
P = 0.42 and P = 0.58, respectively) in expression levels of the neu-
rofilaments, S-100 (a marker for Schwann cells; Supplementary 
Figs. 21 and 22) and ED1 (a marker for inflammatory response) 
biomarkers between MorphE-implanted nerves and sham controls. 
In contrast, S-100 and neurofilament for cuff-implanted nerves 
had significantly (P = 0.0019 and P = 8.8 × 10−6, respectively) lower 
expression level compared to sham controls, whereas ED1 had sig-
nificantly (P = 0.0027) higher expression in cuff-implanted nerves 
(Fig. 4d–g and Supplementary Fig. 23). Masson’s trichrome stain-
ing tests further showed that implanted cuff electrodes severely 
crushed the rat’s nerves, leading to disintegration of epineurium, 
increased number of blood vessels and reduced size of fascicles 
(Supplementary Fig. 24). These results suggest that mechanical 
stress due to implant detachment and ‘chronic compression’ as 
opposed to an initial crush injury are likely to be the underlying 
mechanisms26–30. Together, gait, behavior, structural and histology 
results all supported that MorphE is able to suitably accommodate 
nerve growth with minimal negative influence on growing rats.

In conclusion, through the development of viscoplastic and self-
healable electronic material, we fabricated a chronic and neurologi-
cally implantable morphing electronic device (MorphE) capable of 
actively adapting to in vivo tissue growth. The self-healing proper-
ties of the materials were used for assembly of multilayered poly-
meric electronics and for reshaping the MorphE device structure to 
fit anatomic morphology, creating a robust device–tissue interface. 
MorphE device demonstrated the feasibility of neuromodulation 
and strain sensing with minimal tissue constraint in developing rats.

We envision that integrating MorphE with wireless electronics 
could enable therapeutic modulation in treating chronic neurologi-
cal disorders. High-resolution fabrication of electrodes will allow 
selective neurostimulation and enable integration of recording and 
stimulation that is critical for closed-loop neuromodulation. A 
new viscoplastic material system for human use will require stable 
operation in body tissue for years. To achieve this, we need further 
in vivo investigation beyond 2 months and strategies to prevent dif-
fusion of the plasticizer from the viscoplastic conductor.

Translation of the growth-adapting concept in designing future 
pediatric implantable electronics would confer impactful benefits 
to young patients with improved efficacy and reduced complication 
rates. The viscoplastic design with minimal disturbance of developing 
tissues will also enable development of new functional tools to inter-
rogate physiological processes that originate, shape and re-shape, the 
nervous system from embryonic development to adulthood.
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Methods
Preparation of PEDOT:PSS/glycerol. PEDOT:PSS Orgacon ICP 1050 was 
provided by Agfa as a surfactant-free aqueous dispersion with 1.1 wt% solid 
content. The PEDOT:PSS dispersion was filtered through a 1.0-μm filter to 
remove any potential large agglomerates before use. Glycerol (G9012-100ML) was 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Different ratios of the dry weight of PEDOT:PSS 
and glycerol were used from 1:1 to 1:32. Glycerol was added to the filtered 
PEDOT:PSS aqueous solution and stirred vigorously at room temperature for 
20 min. The PEDOT:PSS/glycerol aqueous mixture was then filtered through a 
0.45-µm syringe filter. For thin film preparation, the filtered PEDOT:PSS/glycerol 
solution was spin coated on a glass substrate at a speed of 400 r.p.m. for 1 min, 
followed by drying for 4 h at room temperature. The glass substrates were oxygen 
plasma (Technics Micro-RIE Series 800) treated at 150 W for 45 s before spin 
coating. Alternatively, the film could be obtained by drop-casting the PEDOT:PSS/
glycerol aqueous mixture and drying at room temperature overnight.

Synthesis of PDMS–IU and PDMS–IU0.6–MPU0.4. The synthetic procedures of 
PDMS–MPUx–IU1−x (x = 0 and 0.4) were reported previously17. The polymers 
were synthesized through a one-pot polycondensation reaction between 
bis(3-aminopropyl)-terminated poly(dimethylsiloxane) (H2N–PDMS–NH2, 
number-averaged molecular weight Mn = 5,000, from Gelest) and a mixture of 
4,4′-methylenebis(phenyl isocyanate) and isophorone diisocyanate. As a result, the 
PDMS oligomers (PDMS–MPUx–IU1−x) were linked by an MPU unit and IU unit 
with different ratios of MPU and IU units. Four grams of the synthesized PDMS–
MPU0.4–IU0.6 (weight-averaged molecular weight Mw = 116,000; Mn = 73,000, 
dispersity Đ = 1.6) and PDMS–IU (Mw = 123,000; Mn = 68,000, Đ = 1.8) were 
dissolved in 20 ml of toluene in two separate vials and stirred at 50 °C. The resultant 
viscous solution was stirred for more than 3 h and was subsequently gradually 
cooled to room temperature. Then, PDMS–MPU0.4–IU0.6 (in toluene) was blended 
with PDMS–IU (in toluene) with a volume ratio of 0:1, 1.5:1 and 3:1.

Device fabrication. The PEDOT:PSS/glycerol film (weight ratio of 1:32) on glass 
substrate was laser-engraved by Epilog Fusion M2 laser. The electronic design was 
created with CorelDraw software. A CO2 laser with 30% power and 20% speed was 
used. VP polymers (20 wt% in toluene) were then drop casted on the PEDOT:PSS/
glycerol pattern and dried in ambient conditions overnight and heated in an 
oven at 70 C° for 2 h to facilitate the physical interpretation between VP and 
PEDOT:PSS/glycerol. The PEDOT:PSS/glycerol patterns, including electrodes and 
strain sensor, were transferred onto VP. The silicone rubber-insulated thin wire 
cut from the cuff electrode (World Precision Instruments) were connected to the 
electrodes and strain sensor using conductive epoxy (CW2500, Chemtronics). 
Finally, the electrode layer, strain sensor layer and top insulating VP layer were 
aligned under a stereomicroscope. All the layers self-healed into multilayered 
MorphE through hydrogen bonding between VP materials.

Conductivity characterization. Freestanding PEDOT:PSS/glycerol film was 
measured using the direct current four-point probe method with a Keithley 
2400 Source meter at room temperature. The width and length of the film were 
measured by a caliper. The thickness was measured with a micrometer or an 
optical microscope.

Morphological and compositional characterization. SEM imaging was carried 
out on an FEI Magellan 400L XHR SEM. Elemental composition mapping was 
performed using an energy dispersive X-ray detector coupled to the SEM. To 
obtain the molecular weight of PDMS–IU (VP1) and PDMS–IU0.6–MPU0.4 
(VP2), analytical gel permeation chromatography experiments were performed 
on a Malvern VE2001 gel permeation chromatography solvent/sample module 
with three ViscoGELTM I-MBHMW-3078 columns. A three-dimensional laser 
scanning microscope (Keyence, VK) was used to characterize the thickness change 
before and after 2 months of soaking.

Mechanical characterization. PEDOT:PSS/glycerol aqueous solutions were 
directly spin coated onto a plasma-treated PDMS substrate at 400 r.p.m. for 
1 min. PEDOT:PSS/glycerol was spin coated onto glass at 400 r.p.m. for 1 min and 
subsequently transferred to VP. A rheometer (TA Instruments, ARES-G2) was 
used to characterize the mechanical properties for both PEDOT:PSS/glycerol/
VP and PEDOT:PSS/glycerol/PDMS. Samples were cut into 8-mm diameter disks 
to match the plate diameter. The rheological measurement was performed with a 
frequency sweep measurement from 10 Hz to 0.001 Hz. Creep-recovery tests were 
also performed to assess the degree of plasticity for PEDOT:PSS/glycerol on the VP 
substrate compared to PEDOT:PSS/glycerol on a PDMS substrate by the following 
equation: the degree of plasticity = εi

εmax

I
, where εi is the irreversible strain after 

recovery and εmax is the maximum strain at the end of the creep test31. Dynamic 
mechanical analysis (TA Instruments, Q800) was used to characterize PEDOT:PSS/
glycerol/VP and PEDOT:PSS/glycerol/PDMS at 37 C°. Constant stress was 
applied for 300 s while the strain was measured over time. Stress was continuously 
monitored for 300 s after removing the stress. Stress relaxation and stress–strain 
curves were obtained by using an Instron tensile testing system (Instron, 5565). 
To investigate the strain-rate mechanical dependency, strain rates of 0.05% s−1, 

0.5% s−1, 5% s−1 and 50% s−1 were applied with Instron. Freshly collected rat muscle 
was cut into thin slices of 4.6 mm width × 6.8 mm length × 1.1 mm thickness. 
PEDOT:PSS/glycerol/PDMS and PEDOT:PSS/glycerol/VP with the same width 
and length (thickness of 120 μm, in which PEDOT:PSS/glycerol thickness was 
2 μm) were interfaced with muscle slices, respectively. The Instron was used to 
characterize the stress–strain response for muscle, muscle/PEDOT:PSS/glycerol/
PDMS and muscle/PEDOT:PSS/glycerol/VP.

Electrical and electrochemical characterization. To measure the resistance 
during stretching, samples were attached to a homemade stretching station 
attached to an LCR meter (Keysight Technologies, E4980). Liquid metal EGaIn 
was used to make contact. Electrochemical impedance and cyclic voltammetry 
(CV) were measured with a potentiostat (Biologic VSP-300 workstation and Palm 
Sens 3) while the sample was immersed in the PBS buffer solution. CV was used 
to calculate the CSCc. The potentiostatic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
was measured with a sine wave (frequency from 1 Hz to 1 MHz) and a signal 
amplitude of 10 mV. The CV was performed at a scan rate of 20 mV s−1 versus Ag/
AgCl (3 M KCl) reference electrode from −0.6 to 0.8 V. Insulation capacity was 
performed by measuring the electrochemical impedance through an electrode that 
was fully insulated by VP.

Implantation of MorphE on rat sciatic nerves. The soft peripheral nervous 
system is a desirable organ system for soft and conductive polymer-based 
electronic devices32,33. All procedures involving implantation and collecting of 
electrodes on rat sciatic nerves were performed in accordance with protocols 
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Stanford 
University. Surgical procedures were described by a previously published protocol34 
with some modifications. Male Sprague Dawley rats (50–150 g, Charles River) 
were given buprenorphine 0.1 mg per kg body weight intramuscularly before 
anesthesia and then anesthetized with 2% isoflurane in balanced oxygen. Under 
sterile conditions with external body warming, a 3-cm incision was made on the 
left thigh. About 1 cm of the sciatic nerve proximal to the tibial and peroneal 
bifurcation was either (1) inserted into the nerve cuff electrode (NS-NC-0.5-2-
100PT-3-3-00-300-00, World Precision Instruments) or (2) wrapped with the 
MorphE. Muscle layers were closed with 4-0 silk sutures (Ethicon) and the skin was 
secured with Michel clips. At the end of week 4 or week 8 after surgery, rats were 
killed with carbon dioxide gas followed by decapitation for proper disposal. Sciatic 
nerves were collected for analysis.

Animal behavior analysis. Animals were divided into matched groups and 
behavioral testing was performed by double-blinded individuals. Animals were 
trained on 3 separate days before recording baseline behavior. After implantation, 
weekly behavior testing such as thermal nociception, extensor postural thrust 
and positional placing was assessed based on previously published protocols25,35,36. 
Thermal nociception was assessed using a hot plate, where hind paws were 
exposed to a temperature of 56 °C and the time (thermal latency) that the 
animal left its paw was measured with a stopwatch. The paw was removed by 
the experimenter after 12 s to prevent injury to the animal or the development of 
hyperalgesia. Although the sensation of the lateral foot is mediated by the sciatic 
nerve, the hip and knee flexion necessary to remove the foot from the hot plate is 
mediated by the femoral nerve. Therefore, this test was specific for the nociceptive 
block. Extensor postural thrust measures the maximum weight that the rat could 
bear without its ankle touching the balance. The rat was held with its posterior 
placed above a digital balance on which it could bear weight with one hind paw at a 
time. Positional placing response was used to measure proprioception. A prone rat 
will respond to having its hind paw pulled back (with the dorsum in contact with 
the table surface by returning it to a position alongside its flank, with the claws 
splayed (score of 1) and severe defects resulting in the limb trailing behind the rat 
with the claws clubbed (score of 4)). If the foot is returned fully to the flank but the 
digits are clubbed, the score is 2. Any other outcome (for example, the foot is left 
out at an angle) yielded a score of 3. Hopping was an integrative test of sensory, 
proprioceptive and motor function. Rats were held above a horizontal surface in 
the hands of an experimenter so that only one foot could touch the surface. Under 
this circumstance, a rat will hop when its body is slowly moved laterally. It will not 
do so if there is a sensory or motor block. The animal was scored between 0 and 
1 according to whether the animal could hop. Stick diagram decomposition of 
hindlimb movements was plotted based on the video, in which the rats are walking 
on a flat surface.

Electrical stimulation and strain sensing in vivo. Electrophysiology was 
conducted at weeks 0, 2, 4 and 8 posttransplantation to collect electrical signals 
from sciatic nerves with implanted devices based on previously published protocols 
with modifications37–40. Rats were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane in balanced 
oxygen under sterile and body-temperature warming conditions. Wires from 
implanted devices were retrieved under the skin and connected to the external 
stimulator (33210A, Keysight). The needle recording electrodes (stainless steel, 
length of 12.7 mm and diameter of 0.3 mm, BD Precision) were inserted into 
the ventral side of the rat hind paw of the stimulated leg. Amplifier gain was set 
at 1,000 with the output of the amplifiers bandpass filtered at 300 Hz to 10 kHz. 
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Electrophysiological recording was conducted with the leg in a natural relaxed 
position to prevent any restriction of movement. Amplified potentials were 
recorded using Labchart (Powerlab, AD Instrument). Stimuli were delivered in 
the form of constant voltage pulses with intensity from 0 to 1 V and every 1 s to 
gradually elicit nerve responses. CAPs were continuously recorded before and 
after stimulation and responses were saved to data files. The distance between 
stimulating and recording electrodes was measured. The conduction velocity 
and voltage amplitude were calculated based on a previously published method40. 
We calculated the conduction velocity, a key indicator for the condition of the 
peripheral nerve and a biomarker for diseases such as carpal tunnel syndrome, 
by using stimulation-recording distance divided by artifact-to-CAP latency. The 
resistance of the strain sensor was measured by digital multimeter (dm6450, Sperry 
Instruments). By fitting the resistance change to the resistance–strain calibration 
curve, the increase in diameter of the sciatic nerve was calculated. The resistance 
and diameter of the nerve were normalized to the initial value at week 0. For 
animal behavior analysis, electrical stimulation and strain-sensing experiments, 
two batches of rats were used. Rats from the first batch (n = 3 for MorphE, n = 3 for 
cuff electrode, n = 4 for sham control) were killed at week 4. Rats from the second 
batch (n = 4 for MorphE, n = 4 for cuff electrode, n = 4 for sham control) were 
killed at week 8.

Immunohistology and immunostaining. Biocompatibility studies were 
performed to compare nerve damage and immune responses at the implantation 
site for MorphE, cuff electrode and sham control. Three rats were used per study 
group. The rats were killed 4 weeks after implantation. The implanted nerve and 
sham-operated nerve were fixed in a PBS solution with 4 wt% formaldehyde for 
24 h, followed by 70% ethanol for 24 h. Nerves along with implants were collected 
based on the previous protocol34,41. Briefly, samples were embedded in paraffin and 
sectioned into 4-μm thick slices. After deparaffinization, endogenous peroxidase 
was blocked with 3% hydrogen peroxide. Antigen retrieval was performed in a 
microwave using Antigen Target Retrieval Solution (pH 6) (Agilent Technologies) 
heated to 100 °C for 10 min. H&E and Masson’s trichrome staining was conducted 
following a standard protocol42. Briefly, for H&E staining, samples were hydrated 
and stained with H&E followed by extensive water washes. Similarly, samples 
were hydrated and treated with Bouin’s solution, Weigert’s working hematoxylin, 
Biebrich scarlet acid fuchsin, phosphotungstic/phosphomolybdic acid and aniline 
blue for Masson’s trichrome staining. All steps were followed by dehydration in 
graded ethanol to xylene. Glass coverslips were applied using a resinous mounting 
medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Neurofilament and S-100 protein in the 
tissue slices were stained for imaging. The slices were washed with PBS three times 
and then permeabilized by 0.1% Triton-X 100 in PBS for 15 min. After washing 
with PBS solution, the samples were incubated in blocking solution (3% bovine 
serum albumin, 0.1% Triton-X 100 in PBS) for 45 min. The samples were then 
co-stained with 1:100 dilution anti-S-100 (ab52642, Abcam) and 1:1,000 dilution 
anti-neurofilament (ab8135, Abcam) in blocking solution overnight at 4 °C. The 
samples were washed with PBS and stained with secondary antibody anti-rabbit 
IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor 488, ab150077) and anti-mouse IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor 
647, ab150115). Anti-ED1 (MAB1435, Millipore Sigma, 1:200 dilution) were used 
to characterize inflammatory responses. Epifluorescence and confocal images of 
samples were taken using a Keyence BZ-X710 microscope equipped with full BZ 
acquisition and analysis software. Fluorescence intensity was normalized to the 
mean value of sham control. Unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t-tests were performed 
using Prism.

Microcomputed tomography. Sciatic nerves with implants were collected from 
rats 4 weeks after implantation. To increase contrast, phosphotungstic acid (Sigma-
Aldrich 79690–25 G) was used to stain the nerve, followed by freeze drying. 
Nondestructive computed tomography reconstructions of the implanted sciatic 
nerve were performed with a Zeiss Xradia 520 Versa X-ray microscope (Carl 
Zeiss AG). The exposure time of 10 s was used with an acceleration voltage of 
40 kV. Projection images were reconstructed into three-dimensional images and 
processed using Dragonfly software (Object Research Systems).

Statistical analysis. R, Origin, Prism and Excel were used for all statistical 
analyses. All replicate numbers, error bars, P values and statistical tests are 
indicated in figure legends.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All data are available in the article or Supplementary Information.
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Statistics
For all statistical analyses, confirm that the following items are present in the figure legend, table legend, main text, or Methods section.

n/a Confirmed

The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement

A statement on whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly

The statistical test(s) used AND whether they are one- or two-sided 
Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section.

A description of all covariates tested

A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as tests of normality and adjustment for multiple comparisons

A full description of the statistical parameters including central tendency (e.g. means) or other basic estimates (e.g. regression coefficient) 
AND variation (e.g. standard deviation) or associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals)

For null hypothesis testing, the test statistic (e.g. F, t, r) with confidence intervals, effect sizes, degrees of freedom and P value noted 
Give P values as exact values whenever suitable.

For Bayesian analysis, information on the choice of priors and Markov chain Monte Carlo settings

For hierarchical and complex designs, identification of the appropriate level for tests and full reporting of outcomes

Estimates of effect sizes (e.g. Cohen's d, Pearson's r), indicating how they were calculated

Our web collection on statistics for biologists contains articles on many of the points above.

Software and code
Policy information about availability of computer code

Data collection Electrochemical-impedance and cyclic-voltammetry data were collected with EC-Lab and PSTrace5 and mechanical tests were collected 
with Bluehill 3 Testing Software. Current-density data were collected by means of the Model 4200-SCS Keithley Test Environment 
Interactive (KTEI, Tektronix).  Rheology data were collected by using TRIOS software (ARES-G2, TA instrument). Evoked compound action 
potentials were recorded using the Labchart (Powerlab, AD Instrument). 

Data analysis Electrochemical-impedance and cyclic-voltammetry data were analysed by using EC-Lab. Mechanical test data, UV-vis, rehology and 
current-density and recorded compound action potential data were analysed by using OriginPro 2016 b9.3.226 (64-bit) and Microsoft 
Excel 2016 (version 1807, 10325.20082). Immunofluorescence data were analysed by using ImageJ (Fiji), OriginPro 2016 b9.3.226 (64-bit) 
and Microsoft Excel 2016 (version 1807,10325.20082). P value was calculated by software Prism and R.  The projection X-ray images 
were reconstructed into 3D images and processed using software Dragonfly (Object Research System).

For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the research but not yet described in published literature, software must be made available to editors/reviewers. 
We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). See the Nature Research guidelines for submitting code & software for further information.

Data
Policy information about availability of data

All manuscripts must include a data availability statement. This statement should provide the following information, where applicable: 
- Accession codes, unique identifiers, or web links for publicly available datasets 
- A list of figures that have associated raw data 
- A description of any restrictions on data availability

The authors declare that all data supporting the findings of this study are available within the paper and its Supplementary Information.
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Life sciences study design
All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.

Sample size Sample size was not calculated beforehand. Sample size was determined by the number of biological and technical replicates necessary to 
convince us that the effect was real. The number of biological replicates we aimed for was at least 3, with several technical replicates in each 
sample.

Data exclusions No data were excluded from the analyses.

Replication All experimental findings, including SEM images, microCT, electrochemical characterization, electrical recording and animal experiments, were 
reliably reproduced.

Randomization Experimental groups were formed based on what was being tested with random selections. The same type of animals 
were used for all experiments.

Blinding Animals were divided into matched groups and behavior testing was performed by double-blinded individuals. 

Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material, 
system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response. 

Materials & experimental systems
n/a Involved in the study

Antibodies

Eukaryotic cell lines

Palaeontology

Animals and other organisms

Human research participants

Clinical data

Methods
n/a Involved in the study

ChIP-seq

Flow cytometry

MRI-based neuroimaging

Antibodies
Antibodies used Primary antibodies used in this work include anti-S100 (Abcam ab52642); anti-neurofilament (Abcam ab8135); anti-ED1 

(Millipore SigmaMAB1435); Secondary antibodies used in this work include Goat AntiRabbit IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor® 488) (Abcam 
ab150077), Goat Anti-Mouse IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor® 647) (Abcam ab150115).

Validation  Validation of each antibody was done under standard information offered by the supplier.

Animals and other organisms
Policy information about studies involving animals; ARRIVE guidelines recommended for reporting animal research

Laboratory animals Male Sprague Dawley rats (Charles River) were used. 

Wild animals The study did not involve wild animals

Field-collected samples The study did not involve field-collected samples 

Ethics oversight All procedures involving implantation and harvesting of electrodes on rat sciatic nerves were performed in accordance with 
protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the Stanford University. 

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.
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